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Abstract
e dependence of modern societies upon critical raw materials (nearly
all metals) is overwhelming. some believe that demand is growing faster
than offer, not only because of geological availability but also for political
and economic reasons. 
for these reasons it is imperative to consider new sources for raw mate-
rials. e seafloor stands as a likely candidate. We must create readiness
now to be prepared when the need comes.
one of the greatest fears is the environmental cost involved in mining the
deep seafloor. However, the mining industry no longer deserves its par-
tially not favorable reputation. We need both the resources and the envi-
ronment. and nIMBY (not In My Back Yard) will not help.
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resumo
a dependência das sociedades modernas sobre matérias-primas críticas
(quase todas metais) é esmagadora. alguns acreditam que a procura está a
crescer mais rapidamente do que a oferta, não apenas em função da
disponibilidade geológica, mas também por razões políticas e económicas.
Por estas razões, é imperativo considerar novas fontes de matérias-primas.
o fundo do mar é um candidato provável. devemos criar prontidão agora
para estarmos preparados quando a necessidade vier.
um dos maiores receios é o custo ambiental envolvido na mineração do
fundo do mar. no entanto, a indústria mineira não merece a sua rep-
utação por vezes não favorável. Precisamos dos recursos e do ambiente.
e nIMBY (não no meu quintal) não vai ajudar
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Introduction
Population growth and rising standards of living are placing new,

extremely high levels on the demand of many mineral resources. ese
circumstances, and newly available technological developments, pro-
duced renewed interest in deep-sea mining. However, environmental
concerns, with variable degrees of justification, are raising opposition
to the concept. e forecast for the behavior of consumption versus
availability of many raw materials, nearly all critical metals, arguably
show that consumption will grow much faster than resource discovery
onshore. finding new sources of raw materials seems inescapable. e
deep seafloor stands out as a likely candidate. ere is great need of
public support to the concept, and this can only be achieved through
a global effort involving not only science, industry, and governance but
also information of the public at large. Modern mining, properly im-
plemented, is no more problematic than other large scale industrial
operations, including agriculture and fisheries, as described further in
this text. e supply of mineral resources, onshore or offshore, must
be footprint-free, or nearly so, and it is essential that the public under-
stands this. e “not in my Back Yard” (nIMBY) attitude has a price,
oen a heavy environmental price. 

Sea Floor Mining and the Ecosystem
Marine mining has already started, decades ago, for diamonds, cur-

rently up to depths in excess of 200 metres. although the industry rec-
ognizes there is a footprint, it considers the footprint quite minor,
because the area mined is small: in namibia, where offshore diamond
mining is now 70% of the country’s total, only 3% of the concession of
3,700 sq. miles (9600 km2) have been mined. as plans to mine deep-
sea massive sulphide deposits and polymetallic nodules progress, the
environmental concerns grow. some of these concerns are as follows:

• e deep-sea ecosystems are composed of long-lived species,
with low rates of reproduction. e environment may not re-
cover from mining on a human time scale;

• e dynamics of tailings plume dispersion must be defined, tail-
ings must be returned to the seafloor with the least possible ef-
fect on the ecosystem;



• Protected, non-mining areas must be created adjacent to mining areas;
• Mining must involve scientists, industry and governance. re-

search must focus on the ecosystem and on new technology;
knowledge must flow and be incorporated in the production pro-
cess. Governance must create adequate rules, and enforce them;

• new consumption habits must be fostered;
• ere must be ample investment for the above tasks, scientists

must sail and have access to state of the art tools.
(aer ana Colaço, in interview for Mar Mineral exhibition, MuHnaC, lisboa).

e Circular Economy
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Figure 1. e circular economy (d. Carrilho, fCT (Portugal). In www.era-min.eu, retrie-
ved January 201.

Partly because of its name, many people and organizations think
that the circular economy will soon render the exploitation of primary
resources obsolete. However, a truly circular economy, in this sense,
will not be possible for a long time yet, because (a) losses are in-
evitable; (b) consumption will continue to grow for many decades.
using the name “Circular economy” conveys the false notion that we
can do without primary production. a more appropriate designation
would be “feedback economy”.

ere can be no doubt that recycling, secondary resources, and
the like are important (see figure 1). However, their ability to replace



the exploitation of primary resources in a planet with a population
expected to grow to about 10 billion people by 2050 is implausible
(united nations department of economic and social affairs, Popu-
lation division. July 2015. retrieved 30 May 2017). rare earth ele-
ments (ree) are a good example as, in many applications (e.g.
phosphor layers for flat screen for computers, Tv’s and smartphones)
the ree concentrations are significantly lower than in natural ree
ores. e economic and energy costs of recycling ree from these de-
vices is clearly unfavourable, rendering it next to unfeasible. 

Green Mining, Blue Mining
Mining no longer needs to be the culprit. e modern techno-

logical development and economic terms have allowed use of the term
“green mining”, on land-based mining operations. Countries like fin-
land and Canada, and organisations such as the MIT in the usa are
pioneering the concept. Modern mining is no worse, on the contrary,
than other essential industries, including fisheries and agriculture,
both with a heavy load of problems. agriculture claims about 50,000
km2 of new arable land per year, due to topsoil loss, largely a result of
agriculture. Many years ago, the Worldwatch Institute called this “…
the quiet crisis in world economy” (lr Brown, eC Wolf, 1984, World-
watch paper 60, september 1984). recently, a senior un official rein-
forced this view warning that we may have “…only 60 years of farming
le if soil degradation continues” (C arsenaut, 2017, reuters, in sci-
entific american). Clearly new farming methods, less soil-destructive,
must be developed and brought to generalized use. Mining is not the
only industry that has to preserve the environment.

With an appropriate set of rules and their proper enforcement,
mining can be “green”. Many rules apply to onshore green mining, but
the first is universal: Illegal and unregulated mining operations must
be shut down. figure 2 (Google earth image retrieved 2018) shows
the effect of nearly 30 years of large scale mining, limited to the mine
itself, and the tailings impoundment, surrounded by a landscape iden-
tical to the pre-mining situation.

If responsible mining onshore is “green mining” the offshore
counterpart can be called “blue mining”. We need to be able to de-
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scribe examples of blue mining, to persuade the general public that
the deep seafloor ecosystems will survive seafloor mining. a powerful
statement comes from the Clarion-Clipperton Zone (CCZ). e po-
tential area for mining in the CCZ is 12.5 million km2. e existing
concessions, mined for 20 years, will extract nodules in about 4000
km2 of each concession, or about 0.5% of the CCZ potential area.

e Norwegian Example
norway went through a nationwide effort, since the 1960’s, to im-

plement the offshore oil industry (http://www.norskpetroleum.no/en/
retrieved January 2018). is included a lot of apt exploration, but far
more than that. Proper and careful relations with foreign oil companies,
establishment of a legal framework, creation of statoil, and a great ed-
ucation effort, with two main components: training young geologists,
geophysicists, engineers and lawyers, and developing among the general
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Figure 2. Google earth image of the neves-Corvo area in southern Portugal. distance bet-
ween mine and impoundment about 3 km.



public the notion that an oil industry could be properly established,
with minimal environmental cost and great economic advantage. fiy
years later it is clear that the norwegian oil industry is a success. e
importance of education is well expressed in a simple statement: “…
common causes of social conflict in the [mining] industry include in-
sufficient consultation, lack of public participation, lack of education,
environmental concerns and opposing expectancies of social and eco-
nomic prospects.”http://www.vttresearch.com/documents/impact/He-
lena_Wessmann_Intl_Innovation.pdf, retrieved 2017).

norway recently began working on a similar effort for offshore
seafloor massive sulphide (sms) deposits. little is known yet, but
chances are norway will become a leader in the trade. 

Mar Mineral, Science and Riches on the Deep Seafloor
To help informing the public about seafloor mining issues we

have assembled a museum exhibition, in Museu nacional de História
natural e da Ciência (MuHnaC) in lisbon. e exhibition, in 400
m2, consists of panels with titles, short texts and graphics; 3d objects
and specimens (all originals: there are no replicas). Ten video presen-
tations (six of which produced originally for the exhibition) are an
important part of the set. e exhibition is assembled on a grey con-
crete background, which emphasizes the ambiance. dominant colours
vary too (white – dark blue – brown).  

e exhibition begins with a display of the diversity of industrial
products (including many everyday products) that require mined re-
sources; in a second area some achievements on the study of the deep
seafloor are shown, with emphasis on mineral resources. 

exhibits include hydrothermal vent field samples, from the north
atlantic, the arctic and the Pacific; carbonate conduits related with
mud volcanoes and gas hydrates; a brief explanation concerning the
deep biosphere; and exhibits of polymetallic nodules (about 250, on
sediment, both from the Clarion-Clipperton Zone of the equatorial
Pacific) and ferromanganese crusts collected by eMePC in the north
atlantic. e third main area consists of a display of technologies of
access, surveying and sampling the seafloor, including an authentic
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Figure 3. Mar Mineral starts by showing our extreme dependence on mineral resources.
Photo Gonçalo Barriga

Figure 4. General aspect of area B, illustrating the main mineral resources already discovered
on the seafloor.

auv (Infante) made in Portugal by Isr/IsT and a 3d model of the
concept of seafloor mining; representations of relatively detailed ex-
hibits on extraction solutions, vertical transport systems and ecosys-
tem preservation; a striking presentation of the sea and seafloor under
Portuguese jurisdiction, produced by eMePC; 



a fourth section recalls that some types of seafloor mineral de-
posits, namely massive sulphide deposits, have equivalents generated
hundreds of million years ago on the floors of ancient oceans, and are
now exposed on land, where they can be exploited and studied, con-
tributing to our knowledge of the modern examples. emphasis is
placed on the Iberian Pyrite Belt of south Portugal and southwest
spain, one of the most important provinces of ancient volcanogenic
massive sulphide provinces. a series of invited conferences completes
the exhibition.
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Figure 5. le, the Infante auv, made in Portugal by Isr/IsT; Centre, a lightbox describes
the rov luso (tethered), can work down to 6000 metres. Back, map with a representation
of the “Portuguese sea” and main exploration areas for mineral resources (both eMePC).
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Figure 6. area d of the Mar Mineral exhibition, dedicated to ancient seafloor massive sulp-
hide deposits, with emphasis on the Iberian Pyrite Belt.


